
ST. XAVIER FRESCOED 
_____________________________________________________________ 

Transformation of the Interior of a Beautiful Church 
_____________________________________________________________ 

A Chaste and Notable Illustration of the Gothic and the Renaissance in Decoration 

The good people of the congregation of St. Xavier have been worshiping for the last three 
months and a half in the shadow of a wilderness of scaffolding.  It has stretched from a few feet 
above their heads far up in the high gothic arches.  It has partially concealed the main altar.  It 
has interfered with the comfortable hearing of instruction; not with regular services at any time.  
It was a mighty interlacing of boards filling all the great body of the church, and hiding the 
graceful lines of its noble interior architecture.  That it was put up without accident to the 
workmen was a matter of congratulation.  That its object has been accomplished, and that it has 
disappeared, as it came, without a single mishap of any kind, it creditable to all concerned. 

When members of the immense congregation assemble at the various Masses this morning, 

they will find themselves more than repaid for the inconveniences they have endured so 

patiently, and for the contributions they have added so cheerfully to other calls upon them.  Up 

among the  mysterious and dizzy maze of temporary ladders and platforms, Mr. C A. Pedretti, 

a Cincinnati-born boy, representing F. Pedretti & Sons, of New York and Cincinnati, has been at 

work all these months, with an average of ten skilled frescoers some Italian, some French, some 

German -- and today the Catholics of St. Xavier will find the soot and grime on the walls of the 

church as originally rebuilt—grime that sadly marred the intrinsic beauty of the edifice-

replaced by a marvelous unity of coloring and richness of design, more worthy of the House of 

God; of the temple where the new born infant is named as he receives the waters of baptism; 

whither the mother, often, goes to return thanks for the Divine privilege of maternity; where the 

bride receives her first benediction; and where the family take their last leave of the “blessed 

dead who die in the Lord.” 

St. Xavier is the first large Catholic Church, here at least, for which the Pedrettis have been 

commissioned, and they have made it a labor of love, not seeking, it is said, to clear any money 

on their contract.  The main thought is in keeping with the interior of the church, and the 

designs are Gothic mingled with those of the Renaissance.  The general tone of the walls is a 

light chocolate—"chocolate with plenty of milk” a critic aptly said.  The same color, in slightly 

darker shades is seen in the treatment of the tall columns.  The vaulted roof rises in three shades 

of buff.  Looking from the organ loft through this neutral coloring, and without for the moment 

considering the incidental ornamentation--to the blue, star-studded, cloud-flecked sky over the 

sanctuary--the effect is a happy one, of unity, softness and distance. 

Two thirds up the main wall, and running all round the church, save where it is broken by the 

windows of stained glass, is a pure gothic border five feet wide, very rich.  In this border are 

repeated at intervals, in groups of three emblems, the cross, the burning heart and the symbol of 

the Redeemer, IHS. Over each window, alternating, are palm leaves or a crown with star.  

Around each window from below creeps a delicately traced vine.   The capitals of the columns 

are in rich colors relieved with gold.  In each of the fourteen apexes to the vaulted roof over the 

main aisle glitters alternately either a cross with rays or a golden star.  In the similar apexes over 



the side aisles are stars shedding golden radiance.  Around the lower part of the main wall, 

beneath the windows, and not yet quite completed, as the work can be done without scaf-

folding, runs a three-foot border in the style of the Renaissance, which promises to be one of the 

most effective things in the body of the church. 

It is over the sanctuary, however, and around the altars, as is proper from an artistic as well as 

religious standpoint, that the frescoer has done his best work.  The ceiling of the central arch is a 

sky effect over which float fleecy clouds and from whose deep blue depths look down a 

thousand stars.  Separating the ceiling and walls of this alcove is an exquisite six-foot border in 

the style of the Renaissance, and below this the walls are in a rare old Gobelins tapestry.  

Around the front of the main arch runs two grape vines richly colored, and relieved with gold.  

They meet above at an angel face with bright wings, and similar faces are at the point from 

which each springs.  An interlaced wreath of autumn leaves surrounds the doors and windows 

leading from the main altar to the vestry rooms, and running ornaments relieve the pilasters. 

But it is the side altars which will probably be most and justly admired where detail is 

studied, though the success of the whole work is in its unity, each part conforming to the other 

and each contributing to the beauty and effect of all, with nothing florid or strained anywhere. 

Around the front of the arch under which stands the new marble altar of the Blessed Virgin is 

rich Richelien tapestry work, and, one on each side, are two large panels of Easter lilies hand-

painted by Mr. C A Pedretti.  These are exquisite, and meet at “heart with roses.” They are in 

themselves a work of high art.  The backing of this alter is in mingled colors, with golden stars, 

and forms an effective relief for the delicate work of the artist above.  

The altar of St. Joseph, to the right of the spectator as he enters the church, is similarly treated, 

save that the panels are in Passion flowers and meet at a “heart with vine.”  These panels also 

are by Mr. C. A. Pedretti and in them also he has proved himself a worthy son of a noted sire. 

It is not too much to say of the painting around the side altars that it is worthy of the art 

shown in the altars themselves, noble structures in marble that they are—the one erected by Mr. 

and Mrs. P. Poland, and the other in memory of the beloved Father Driscol by many members 

of the congregation. 

Speaking of Father Driscol, many of the people who kneel in St. Xavier’s will recall today his 

unselfish labor, in seeing the church arisen from its ashes and finished, and his prayer to live, if 

it were God’s will, until the last touches had been put upon it – his monument, unconscious of 

the fact as he was – for ages to come.  These will thank a never-failing Providence that the 

sainted dead has found a worthy successor, and pray that his hands may be kept lifted in the 

good work. 

Source: Cincinnati Commercial Tribune 1887 Sept 25 

 

*Cinc ref librarian “I located the article in the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette on Sep 25, 1887 on page 1:7.” 


